Abstract: Sound governance arrangement in socio-ecological systems (human niche) combines different means of sense-making. The sustainability of human niche-building depends on the governability of the social-ecological systems (SES) forming the niche. Experiences from small-scale marine fisheries and seabed mining illustrate how ethical frameworks, civic participation and formalised guidance combine in the context of a “blue economy”. Three lines of inquiries contextualise these experiences driving research questions, such as “what is the function of ethics for governability?” First, complex-adaptive SES are featured to emphasise the sense-making feedback loop in SES. Actors are part of this feedback loop and can use different means of sense-making to guide their actions. Second, the “Voluntary Guidelines for Sustainable Small-Scale Fisheries” and geoethical thinking are featured to highlight the relevance of actor-centric concepts. Third, Kohlberg’s model of “stages of moral adequacy” and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) are used to show how to strengthen actor-centric virtue-ethics. Combining these lines of inquiry leads to the conclusion that ethical frameworks, civic participation and formalised guidance, when put in a mutual context, support governability and multi-actor/level policy-making. Further research could explore how creativity can strengthen civic participation, a feature only sketched here.
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1. Introduction

Governability, civic participation, ethical frameworks and formalised guidance are features of socio-ecological systems (the human niche). This study combines analytical concepts from various lines of scholarly inquiry to illustrate how they are interwoven. The concept “social-ecological systems” (SES) refers to the combination of natural process, technological artefacts and human practices (e.g., techno-commercial operations, culture-based choices). Together, these processes, artefacts and practices set the environments in which people live and are an intrinsic part of [1,2]. The concept “niche building” summarises how people shape technological artefacts, their operational practices as well how these artefacts intersect with natural environments [3,4]. The shaping has a physical form, e.g., design of artefacts, and a mental form, such as ideas about the appropriate use of artefacts. Both may vary with culture and social group. The concept ‘governability’ refers to circumstances that determine how formal or informal governance may function [5,6].

The notion “blue economy” is a term on the current political agenda to label the development of new economic opportunities in the marine environment [7]. The interpretation of the concept
shows considerable plasticity which does not always align with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by the UN General Assembly in 2015. The “blue” techno-commercial operations in the marine environment are embedded in global supply-chains and are subject to multi-level regulation/management. These features likely cause that marine “social-ecological systems” exhibit “complex-adaptive” dynamics [8], and therefore require modes of governance that account for the complexity and the inherent unpredictability [9,10]. People (or human agents, stakeholders), institutions (or governments, governance arrangements) and corporations and civil society organisations together co-shape complex-adaptive socio-ecological systems [11–13]. People act (or react) as an intrinsic part of these systems and patterns. Practices on how to design and implement production systems and consumption patterns are the key means to co-shape. When shaping the “human niche”, people and institutions are entangled in a process on how to make sense of their activities. As such, they provide an essential feedback loop within the complex-adaptive social-ecological systems (“human niche”).

This paper illustrates how ethical frameworks, civic participation and formalised guidance intersect in social-ecological systems (SES) to frame formal and informal governance arrangements. The analytical, conceptual framework on which the paper is founded, complex-adaptive SES, is outlined in Section 2. A simple three-component description of SES is sketched to situate the action of human agents and the underpinning sense-making in one distinct component; the latter includes ethical frameworks, civic participation and formalised guidance. Small-scale fisheries and seabed mining serve as examples (Section 3). They offer a spread of configurations of economic agents, institutions and guidance, although they are focused on the marine environment. The discussion (Section 4) contextualises the examples, drawing on practical experiences and conceptual approaches, and casts a light on the operational role of actor-centric virtue-ethics in complex-adaptive SES. It emerges from the probing that active civic participation is relevant for effective governance. This insight leads to research questions (Section 4) about why creativity is enabling civic participation, and how such enabling could be functional to further the combined use of ethical frameworks and formalised knowledge for improved governability of complex-adaptive SES; features that are sketched in the present paper, only.


Social-ecological systems are composite systems of interacting natural and societal processes. The following section describes means of sense-making as an intrinsic part of a given SES. Also, the conceptual description shall show how to situate the feedback loop between the sense-making of an agent and actions in a distinct component of a given SES. It generates understanding that sense-making means are dynamical system features that may evolve as part of system dynamics.

Social-ecological systems may be of a bewildering diversity that easily eclipses commonalities among them. Hence, classifying them facilitates to identify commonalities [1,14].

Complex-adaptive systems (Table 1) challenge the capability of the human agent to make sense of the system behaviour and to act appropriately because often these systems change simultaneously at various scales, coupled with cascading cause–effects relations [1,2,15–17]. Therefore, complex-adaptive SES bind agents in a joint struggle for control [18–21]. Hence, the notion “wickedness” may reflect appropriately the perceptions of human agents operating within a complex-adaptive SES.

For the subject of this paper, a simple, conceptual description of SES is sought, which uses a material-semiotic approach [22]. The description shall highlight how to situate human agency within an SES. A most-simple, two-component description of an SES could be “human systems and practices” and “natural systems and processes”. A three-component description of an SES could be “intersection of human and natural systems”, “human systems and practices” and “natural systems and processes”.
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Table 1. Dynamic characteristics of complex-adaptive systems; adapted from Reference [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Networked causes</td>
<td>Multiple, parallel cause-and-effect pathways</td>
<td>Local and system-wide behavioural patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input/output relation</td>
<td>Not proportionally related</td>
<td>Minor changes in a controlling driver can cause rapid, system-wide behaviour/significant changes in the controlling driver may cause slow and limited system-wide response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Structural parts are multi-functional</td>
<td>Different structural parts may perform the same function/the same structure can perform various functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-linearity</td>
<td>Amplifying dynamic interactions.</td>
<td>Minor inputs may trigger cascades of significant effects that cause surprise and uncertainty/local interventions may modulate system-wide organisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A two-component description of an SES is a dichotomy even if components are described as “fuzzy sets” [23]. The component “human systems and practices” could be associated with the “human-built technosphere” [24–26]; for example, the global supply-chain of mineral resource extraction systems. The technosphere would include, for example, the technological artefacts (e.g., machines, chemical processes, logistics) and socio-economic human-dominated institutions (e.g., corporations, regulators, civil society organisations (CSOs)). The second component, “natural systems and processes”, would include the abiotic or biotic systems of physical objects, which are perceived as distinct from the “technosphere”.

The dichotomy leads to difficult choices; for example, within what component to place aquaculture practices how to treat fish? Would extensive aquaculture relying heavily on the natural productivity of aquatic ecosystems be part of “natural systems and processes” and intensive salmon cage culture be part of the “human systems and practices”? For a three-component description of a SES, the component “intersection of human and natural systems” would include the technical means to grow aquatic organisms and the practices how to treat them.

When using a three-component description of a given SES, the term “intersection” in the notion “intersection of human and natural systems” represents two processes. First, it describes that the “artefacts of the technosphere” and “natural physical objects” interact in the physical sphere (of space and time) according to the laws of nature. Second, it describes the intellectual and affective representation in the human mind of the same artefacts and objects, including how their interactions are perceived. For example, the component “intersection of human and natural systems” would include the physical features of a “mining site” (e.g., manganese nodule at the seabed), “mining equipment” (a technological artefact), the provisions how “to mine at the seabed”, the ideas that question the envisaged operations, technology or provisions, as well as the processes to develop common grounds among different societal groups.

When using a three-component description of a given SES, the component “intersections of human and natural systems” includes artefacts, institutions and rules. Likewise, it includes the legal, political and philosophical constructs, which guide (or question) the use of a given artefact. Thus, the social and intellectual forms of the human agency (including means to make sense) belong to the SES component “intersections of human and natural systems” as well as their physical realisations, that is, technological artefacts that interact with natural objects.

Hence, when conceiving an SES as a three-component system, the human agent is situated in a distinguishable component. This component includes the vital feedback loop between the agent’s sense-making of the SES and the action to alter the SES. Depending on the dynamics of the feedbacks, the behaviour of the SES may be complex-adaptive, and the agents may perceive it as “wicked”. Subsequently, it is essential for the behaviour of a given complex-adaptive SES in response to human actions, how different means to make sense mutually support, for example, governability of the SES and multi-actor/level policy-making.

Effective handling-orientations for agents in complex-adaptive systems target: (i) monitoring mechanisms to capture developments, (ii) intervention forms to steer path-dependent developments, as well as (iii) multi-stakeholder arrangements for participatory governance and a shared culture of
sense-making [14,16,27–36]. In that context of effective handling-orientations, ethical frameworks, civic participation and formalised guidance are operational means for agents to make sense of system behaviour and actions.


3.1. First Example: Small-Scale Fisheries (SSF)

Compared to industrial fisheries, artisanal, small-scale fisheries (SSF) are much more labour intensive, less capital and energy intensive per ton of fish caught and tend to have a much lower impact on the environment [37]. Small-scale fisheries land between a fourth or a third of the global catch of fish according to global catch reconstructions. Small-scale production is by commercial artisanal, subsistence and recreational fisheries. The artisanal catch accounted for approximately 22 million tons in 2010. It is still gradually growing, while industrial fisheries are declining since the mid-1990s [38]. Small-scale fisheries employ most of the fisheries workforce of approximately 40.3 million people in the primary sector. Selective studies suggest possibly similar numbers in the secondary sectors—processing, marketing and other pre- and post-harvest activities where women tend to play essential roles, but which suffer from very little systematic data recordings [39]. Small-scale fisheries, if supported by appropriate policies, could be a model of sustainability, that is, if they could continue contributing directly to food and livelihood security, poverty reduction and wealth creation and coastal and rural development of many, not only developing, countries [40]. The operation, particularly of long-range industrial fisheries, illustrates the impact of these activities on third country taxes and commercial activities, on distant environments, and on realms of different legal or regulatory jurisdiction. The association with illegal, unregulated and unregistered (IUU) fishing and doubtful, even criminal, practices have become a serious concern in recent years [41–45].

The intersection of industrial fishing and artisanal fisheries shapes a complex-adaptive SES driven by natural, technological, institutional and social dynamics. Contradictory values, different interests and stakeholder relations build complex-adaptive features in the governance structures [46]. To tackle this “wicked game”, the Committee of Fisheries of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) adopted in 2014 a rights-based framework, the Voluntary SSF Guidelines [37,47]. Analysing the empirical evidence reveals how to relate formal guidance and ethical frameworks in complex-adaptive SES [48].

First, facilitated by the political choice to make the practical adherence by stakeholders voluntary, the SSF Guidelines could be comprehensive regarding topics covered. They could integrate social, cultural and economic sustainability issues. They address resource access (allocation) as well as use rights matters guided by human rights principles. They allow flexible approaches to accommodate country and region-specific conditions. Hence, the SSF Guidelines are an opportunity to adjust governance towards a coordinated, yet flexible, strategy for any institutional and individual agent to ensure the sustainability of small-scale fishers and their communities; most of all directed to governments to review the prime policy focus on industrial fisheries.

Second, implementing the SSF Guidelines will require policy-relevant intervention and innovation at many levels. Contributions by a range of government departments, of civil society organisations, and academia are needed, together with the empowerment of fishers as participants in decision-making processes. Hence, effective implementation of the SSF Guidelines will package many threads of (top-down and bottom-up) action in a context-specific and actor-dependent manner. It will be a challenging case-by-case approach, whether at local, national, or regional levels [40]; however, driven by a common ethical orientation.

Third, The SSF Guidelines are grounded in a human-rights-based approach to social development and an empowerment process for community organisations (including decision-making power of women). The SSF Guidelines, therefore, favour civic participation. They argue for an adaptive co-management that accounts for traditional knowledge and customary rights, thus encouraging
creative combinations of formal and informal governance arrangements. Likewise, ethically-grounded building blocks of the SSF Guidelines call for protecting the rights of small-scale fishing communities to marine fishery resources and related resources at the shore (and to legislate and enforce accordingly). The SSF Guidelines recognise the criticality of market access, mainly through improved post-harvest handling, logistics and access to credit. Finally, the emphasis is also on supporting diversified livelihoods through access to essential social services like education and health and overarching capacity-building and networking.

A Small-Scale Fisheries Academy

Large-scale analyses through specific lenses that are essential for the sense-making of global trends and understanding the “big picture” can mismatch with realities at local levels where diverse objectives and needs require fine-grained appreciation and trade-offs. For example, “fishing” is linked, e.g., to the social organisation of work and labour issues, investment, environmental conditions, home consumption, local, regional and international markets. External demand can outcompete local demand through higher purchasing power or create new markets for species not previously targeted. Ensuing resource rarefaction then generally leads to further overinvestment and higher exploitation costs. Overinvestment has far-reaching effects not only on fish production and its destination but to social organisation in SSF as observed, for example, in Senegal, where women-led family businesses with no access to affordable credit increasingly lack raw material and thus risk losing their social status too [49]. To thrive, local actors must succeed in tilting their competitive disadvantage against investors external to their communities or even country into innovative market access. This change goes hand in hand with the need to redevelop ways of constructive relations between traditional social regulation and public fisheries policy and administration to make rules enforceable again. One example of an effective collaboration was the Vigilance and Security Committee initiated by the local fishing community in Fass Boye (Senegal) to protect grounds reserved for small-scale fishing against night-time incursions of industrial trawlers. Committee members captured the trawler captains and handed them over for detainment and fining to the coast guard, which did not have sufficient means for maritime monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS) of their own [50]. These forms of mutually beneficial, often tacit, collaboration were severely curtailed in conjunction with sector policy reform supported by a World Bank project. Poor consultation processes and trespassing of newly created institutions into spheres of traditional social regulation led to a general weakening of authority and enforcement of rules [51]. It is against this background and in the light of insistent demands of fishers and women in the artisanal fisheries for better recognition and access to research results, notably in Senegal [52], that the concept of a SSF academy is being developed. It is conceived as a safe space for exchange between different stakeholders and the co-production of knowledge. It illustrates ways on how to handle the related challenges, e.g., by developing collective insights into local ecosystem dynamics incorporating traditional knowledge, local dynamics of social systems, including mutual respect between stakeholders and rebuilding trust [9,36]. The academy responds to the need for implementing the SSF Guidelines with their call on public authorities to enhance cooperation with local communities, to enhance social development and promote a culture open to the world. It also plans to conduct participatory (action) research with fishers and women in post-harvest trades [53].

3.2. Second Example: Seabed Mining

Several societal, technical, economic and environmental features describe the challenges of mining operations at the seabed (Table 2). Mutatis mutandis, these challenges also apply to mature industrial operations at sea, such as shipping, fishing or exploitation of hydrocarbons.
Table 2. Challenges to mining operations at the seabed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maturity</td>
<td>Mining of minerals at the seabed is not a developed industrial activity, yet.</td>
<td>Currently, investigations are ongoing on “how to mine minerals at the seabed in a viable manner?” These investigations involve research into operational conditions, technological developments, test-deployments and claiming of mining sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frameworks</td>
<td>The legal, regulatory and commercial means to operate a mining site at the seabed are being developed and tested.</td>
<td>These activities may involve international authorities (as the Sea-Bed Authority), national (governmental) regulators, private consortia and civil society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>The environmental conditions at the seabed, in the water column and at the sea surface pose technological challenges for the operations of the mining equipment. For any interested or concerned party, including the operators of the mining site, it will be difficult to monitor and control the impacts of a given mining operation.</td>
<td>Access the locations of seabed mining sites will be challenging for the mining operators, regulators or surveillance bodies and third parties. Parts of the sites will be effectively inaccessible for human intervention. Monitoring, control and surveillance of impacts on third party commercial activities, on distant environments, and of neighbouring realms of different legal or regulatory jurisdiction will be hugely challenging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to these challenges, the remoteness of the open sea and the philosophical paradigm of the freedom of the seas, initially in the sense of free passage, provide agents with leeway for practices that may be dubious or problematic when applied to free access to resources [54]. Operation at sea for shipping, fishing and exploitation of hydrocarbons are regulated, and adherence is monitored; at least in those parts of the world with strong institutions and high labour standards. Also, much of the knowledge about these operations is shared and publicly available. Compared to these circumstances for mature industrial operations at sea, mining at the seabed is at a conceptual state and triggers controversy [55].

Compared to many terrestrial environments, the marine environments are technologically challenging; winds and waves, or corrosion, come to mind. Although the conditions at the seabed (pressure, temperature) are harsh, the primary technological challenge is to combine remotely controlled mobile operations at the seabed with operation in the water column and at the sea surface [56–60]. Beyond causing heavy corrosion of the equipment, the chemical properties of water facilitate solution and suspension of liquids of different nature. Therefore, tailing-dirt and stirred unconsolidated sediments as well as accidental pollution likely will be transported over long distances and will smother very slowly developing living deep-sea communities.

Possibly, the single most significant challenge to seabed mining derives from the communication and monitoring technologies, which are available for operations at the sea surface, in the water column or at the seabed [61]. Modern satellite-based communication, sensing and tracking technologies ease monitoring of operations at any place on Earth; even at the surface of the open ocean; although the size of the oceans still is a problem. To monitor operations in the water column and at the seabed requires acoustic technologies mounted on moored or floating instruments. They provide much less detailed information and slower communication because of limited bandwidth. Moreover, acoustic technologies are interfering with communication of marine mammals and other marine organisms [62]. This circumstance has significant consequences for the conduct of the mining operations, their surveillance as well as the monitoring of impacts on the environment, on the interests of third parties, and the commons. Hence, operations in the water column and at the seabed are quite “in the dark”.

When considering the challenges of mining at the seabed then the intersecting natural and technological systems (and practices) of seabed mining make it likely that the SES is complex-adaptive. Furthermore, seabed mining poses serious risks for the living environment of the deep sea, including understudied genetic resources, of which some have already given rise to patents. The deep sea is a less researched natural environment with unknown biota, and prolonged recovery of natural conditions in millennia or even longer time frames [55,63–65]. These circumstances render the entire technical-environmental system of mining at the seabed complex-adaptive.
Contrasting with its complexity, the knowledge of how to govern “seabed mining” is limited and its codification is nascent at best. In knowledge combined with values and interests lays the foundation for what agents understand (and agree) to be appropriate practices. Limited understanding because of fragmented knowledge, different interests and values are key-drivers of systemic “wicked games” (of agents) in which technical experts tend to underestimate the risks [10].

When one considers the natural, technological, commercial and governmental subsystems of the SES “seabed mining” (and the intersections of the subsystems), then a systemic complex-adaptive behaviour is very likely. Subsequently, the question arises “what are the means to address it?” A viable option seems to be improving initially the governability with the aim to address the behaviour of complex-adaptive systems. Improvements imply, for example, to strengthen the critical engagement and interplay of the different values, interests and knowledge of the various agents in complex-adaptive SES. To that end, terrestrial mining offers some experiences how to consider governability and to improve governance.

Under the circumstances applicable to seabed mining, approaches borrowed from terrestrial mining practices would practice civic participation, refer to formal guidance (mining codes), and consider the lifetime of the mine from exploration through its operation to its closure [66]. Such practices treat the societal contexts of mining by advocating a participatory approach to regulation, governance and operational decision-making [67–75]. Thus, good terrestrial mining practices take governance issues into primary focus. Often, these practices are labelled as a “social license to operate”.

Exploring Corporate Social Responsibility

Experiences with responsible marine mining or application of participatory governance to deep sea mining are still to come. Terrestrial case studies may indicate what such experiences may imply. The following insights (quotes) are taken from Boon’s [76] (p. 306-322, edited) comparative study of nine exploration projects in Latin America. He researched how relationships of actor groups involved in mineral exploration projects influence both the course of social events and the perceived benefits and harms:

- **“Relationships:** Relationships move the world, and it is important to understand [in advance] both the patterns of relationships and their characteristics. For a company, this could mean to begin ‘exploration for relationships’ in areas of high mineral potential, well before exploration for minerals is to start. For communities and local governments, this would mean acquainting themselves with the companies interested in the area, which could take many forms and may require assistance from higher levels of government. [...] Once exploration starts, the parties should regularly characterise their relationship using the indicators to track dynamics and make changes as necessary and possible. [...]”

- **Meanings:** Meanings given to people and things by both community members and company personnel determine their interpretation of situations and influence their actions. In communities, many of these meanings are implicitly discussed, formed and changed in general assemblies. [...] On the company side, this responsibility falls to management. The dialogue between community and company is essential to achieving convergence of meanings: each side needs to learn from the other. [...]”

- **Self-analysis:** For companies and other actor groups, a self-analysis will provide valuable clues as to its weaknesses in addressing transactional needs, knowledge of the meanings it gives to people and things (especially the community) and of its reference communities. Conducting an early self-analysis of their relationship indicators, meanings and reference communities can be extremely useful preparation for their interaction with new neighbours. This allows them to put their own house in order before engaging with other actors, while at the same time developing familiarity with the tools that they may use for external engagement. This will enhance their ability to meet transactional needs. [...]

- **Transformational approach:** Creating a dialogue space that enables meeting transactional needs, developing relationships, and continual adjustment of meanings through interactions are at the core of the proposed model. These processes bring about collaborative processes and facilitate community decision making.
They also promote acting together rather than just deciding together and provide room for leadership to emerge. [. . . ]

4. Discussion: Contextualising the Examples

As illustrated above, considering complex-adaptive dynamics of SES is vital to understand their governability to improve governance. The wickedness of a complex-adaptive SES is intrinsic because of the conflicting interests, different values, partial knowledge, non-linear system dynamics and multiple positive feedbacks between processes. As the mining and fisheries industries learned, participatory approaches are essential means to maintain governability despite complex-adaptive dynamics.

Experience in other fields shows that dedicated governance capabilities are required to handle appropriately complex-adaptive dynamics [1,8,16,26,74]. Such capabilities include adaptive, deliberative and participatory practices, reflexivity and variety of frames, resilience to uncertainties, responsiveness and capability to observe, revitalisation to block unproductive patterns, rescaling as well as cross-scale interactions. Participatory approaches facilitate that governance capabilities develop [36], although big asymmetries of power or scale of intervention pose significant obstacles to taking advantage of this potential [77–79].

Considering the state of global fish stocks, the current governance systems in place for industrial and SSF do not seem to be in an appropriate shape. The system of regional fisheries management bodies, trade restrictions on endangered species (CITES) and weak enforcement of fisheries legislation in EEZs (including mandated marine protected areas, mainly, but not only, in countries with limited institutional and financial resources) have not been able to halt the massive decline of global fish stocks [80]. Therefore, operational schemes emerge that try to harness modern information technologies, such as satellite tracking of fishing vessels [81]. They open new forms of public mobilisation and spaces for participatory processes to play a role in defending these commons from unsustainable practices [78–82]. Hence, frameworks emerge that acknowledge the role of participatory processes in complex-adaptive systems [36].

The governance system in place for regulation and surveillance of mining sites at the seabed, e.g., the International Seabed Authority (ISA) and national regulators for the Exclusive Economic Zone, are unlikely to be able to handle complex-adaptive systems. Their design and the operational and political capabilities did not have these purposes in mind [83–86]. To improve governability of seabed mining, the practices of “social license to operate” may help [87]. However, such practices are not straight forward as shown for the Solwara-1 mining site off Papua New Guinea that is licensed to Nautilus Minerals Ltd. [88].

In the absence of better approaches, robust participatory governance systems for marine complex-adaptive SES could offer the required capacity building for third parties. Furthermore, they could facilitate: the involvement of civil society in different formats, constructive engagement with the insurance industry to discourage high-risk investments, end of damaging subsidies, curtailing market access for fraudulently produced goods, and operational security for legitimate commercial and regulatory parties.

The ongoing UN negotiations about protecting the High Seas are a forum to seek better mutual understanding between diverse interests and sharing of knowledge, including scientifically validated insights [89,90]. Effective marine governance would imply considering the entire life cycle of the global supply-chains for resources. Also, processes leading to a “social license to operate for the blue-economy” need to involve a wide range of stakeholders who would lend their voices to the ethical paradigm that marine resources are part of the common heritage of humankind [85,91]. Strengthening the application of ethical paradigms requires an understanding of their operational role.

4.1. The Operational Role of Ethics

Over the last two hundred years, people have considerably developed their skills and technologies to appropriate resources from marine environments, hence, to use the common heritage of humankind.
Nowadays, human niche building impacts all coastal seas and the world ocean as a whole [92,93]. It is fair to say that

“[T]he largest source of uncertainty rests with human drivers, as not only social dynamics and shifts in the consumer attitudes are difficult to forecast, but the introduction of new, disruptive technologies are intrinsically unpredictable . . . A third source of uncertainty is the prevalence of non-linear systems that can lead to abrupt changes . . . departing from the linear, smooth responses that are amenable to prediction . . . . [92] (p. 6)”. The notion of a blue-economy is one more step along a context-dependent development path building complex-adaptive marine SES.

As discussed, to handle complex-adaptive SES, including context-dependence, requires governance strategies, which are “adaptive, participatory and transdisciplinary” [1], applying collaborative rationality [94], and provide a governance capability, which Termeer and co-workers [16] frame with the attributes “reflexivity, responsiveness, resilience, revitalisation and rescaling”. Besides, Jasanoff [10] postulates the imperative to exercise humility in technological choice and the need for citizen participation. As outlined, such actor-centric strategies are a genuine part of the SSF Guidelines [95]. As a result, they enable agents to address dynamically evolving planning, decision making and action, to navigate unavoidable uncertainties and ambiguous situations [77].

Campbell and co-workers [54] (p. 535) emphasise that “agents, scale and knowledge (that) are relevant for efforts to govern new and emerging ocean issues.” Elaborating this analysis further, Hughes and co-workers [96] (p. 84–85) state “By emphasising proximal drivers rather than more distant human ones, we often inadvertently simplify and re-scale a complex social-ecological problem into a subsystem that is entirely biological, which can distract from the underlying causes and ways to address them. A social-ecological approach for sustaining ecosystems is beginning to emerge that explicitly links the resilience of ecosystems to governance structures, economies and society”. In turn, Campbell and co-workers [54] (p. 536) qualify that the “SSF-Guidelines are . . . attending as much to questions of resource access, human rights and food security as they do to questions of fisheries ecology.” Hence, the SSF Guidelines favour an actor-centric and human-rights-based approach and as such are an “opportunity to create governance regimes that support environmental sustainability and human well-being” [54] (p. 536), notwithstanding that their “implementation . . . is likely to be an ongoing, adaptive and iterative process, as small-scale fisheries are dynamic” [95] (p.12).

Compared to the practice-oriented SSF Guidelines, geoscientists have deconvoluted an abstract notion, geoethics, to address the context-dependence, uncertainties and ambiguous situations experienced in their professions. Peppoloni and Di Capua [97] (pp. 4,5) define geoethics as: “Geoethics consists of research and reflection on the values which underpin appropriate behaviours and practices, wherever human activities interact with the Earth system. Geoethics deals with the ethical, social and cultural implications of geosciences education, research and practice, and with the social role and responsibility of geoscientists in conducting their activities”. Geoethics is “actor-centric”. This feature distinguishes it clearly from “utilitarian concepts”, “ethics of justice” or “conservation for its own sake”, as proposed for ocean ethics [98–100]. Geoethics refers to the human actor in general who is operating in any environment, terrestrial or marine [101]. Hence, geoethics applies to the coastal zone and SSF within it. The SSF Guidelines distil from experiences how to govern a complex-adaptive SES through an approach that is grounded in an actor-centric ethic. Geoethics makes an actor-centric ethic its very core concept. This shared focus entangles both approaches.

The human-rights-based approach of the SSF Guidelines has no equivalent in the definition of Geoethics, although human rights were addressed in developing geoethical thinking [102]. Nevertheless, the explicit reference to human rights can be strengthened when applying geoethics to the marine environment based on its actor-centric design.

When proposed in 1967 to be applied to the high seas, the industrialised countries rejected the principle of a “common heritage of mankind” in favour of “the freedoms of the high seas”, as outlined in the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas [103]. This initial tension between different concepts, although settled mainly in “The 1994 Agreement”, still reigns supreme. It is maintained and powered by the increasing technical capability to operate in the high seas in a commercially viable manner [54]. Applied to the high seas, the “common heritage of mankind” principle consists of four elements. It prohibits states from proclaiming sovereignty over any part of the deep sea(bed) and requires that states use it only for peaceful purposes, sharing its management and the benefits of its exploitation.

To recapitulate, individual, collective and institutional agents effectively face choices on how to justify operations at the high seas. They may turn to international law, natural law or folk-ethical considerations, such as the golden rule “not doing to others what you would not have them do to you” [104]. In practice, the associated dilemma may increase depending on the awareness of the consequences of actions [105] and individual consciousness regarding altruistic (or egoistic) standards. Kohlberg’s model [106] helps to structure the dilemma and emphasises the function of a human-rights-based approach in governance.

Kohlberg, inspired by Piaget [107], conceived a three-category hierarchy of moral development as a basis for ethical behaviour (Table 3). Kohlberg’s concept holds that moral reasoning has six identifiable developmental levels around a central category for which societal conventions tune behaviour. At the pre-conventional levels, the primary social driver is the silent acceptance of the rules imposed by the dominant powers. At the lower conventional level, the primary social drivers are conformity with the governing status quo, maintaining some relationships convenient to both, the ones holding power and those conforming to this power. At the upper conventional level, people act mostly in compliance with law and order. At the lower post-conventional level, a social contract establishes rules and shapes a position. At the upper post-conventional level, the agent acts aligned with ethical principles and not to avoid punishment or to comply with conventions. Although Kohlberg is fixing an ideal-typical scheme to a process [108], the scheme is useful because of the convergence across cultural groups of shared moral values, the development of crucial moral judgement stages and the adoption of related social perspectives [109].

Table 3. Kohlberg’s levels and stages of moral adequacy (adapted from Reference [106]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Social Driver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Conventional (direct consequences judge actions)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Obedience and punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blind egoism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Self-interest orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Individualism, Instrumental egoism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional (actions are judged by comparing them to society’s views and expectations)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interpersonal accord and conformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Others approval, Social relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Law and order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blind compliance, Social systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Conventional (individual’s taking precedence over society’s principles; inclusion of fundamental human rights such as life, liberty and justice)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Social contract orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agrees on common regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Universal ethical principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Principled self-conscience and mutual respect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before UNCLOS, governance rules on high seas fitted broadly to pre-conventional levels and the lower conventional level [110]. However, the principle of “the freedoms of the high seas” (for all seafaring people) was progress compared to a time when operations at the high-sea often were at a lower pre-conventional level. The actual exploitation of living and non-living marine resources of the high seas [9,86] provides an example of what happens when agents may operate, at best, at a conventional level. One may wonder what consequence must be faced if seabed mining is framed only at a conventional level.
The mere proposal of UNCLOS in support of more ocean governance does not match an upper conventional level. Implementing UNCLOS as a social contract, governance would meet the criteria of the lower post-conventional level. Nonetheless, when referring to the principles that are enshrined in UNCLOS, individual, collective and institutional agents may operate at an upper post-conventional level.

The principles underpinning UNCLOS call on agents to operate at an upper post-conventional level, that is, for example, sharing authority over the deep seabed, use of the high seas only for peaceful purposes, and participatory management and shared benefits of its exploitation. A governance practice (e.g., for seabed mining and fisheries) that operates at a post-conventional level requires awareness of agents and appropriate boundary conditions, as a necessary although not sufficient condition. As experience shows, the boundary conditions include practising equitable forms of multi-level governance, using scientific knowledge and other reliable sources of knowledge and finding compromises for ethical dilemmas based on universal, agreed principles.

As discussed above, the sound governance of commons resources goes hand in hand with equitable civic participation that accounts for heterogeneity and diversity of social groups, stakeholders and individuals. Under such circumstances, referring to Kohlberg’s levels of moral reasoning, a joint operation is complicated if the supporting ethical reasoning does not aspire to the upper post-conventional level (universal ethical principles, principled self-conscience and mutual respect). Just relying on people’s conscience or the benevolence of people as a means of governing common resources does not guarantee a satisfactory result. Instead “common instruments” are needed, which are ethically inspired (as the human-rights-based SSF Guidelines) and are grounded in a reasoned understanding of the respective socio-ecological system and its complex-adaptive behaviour.

To reap lasting benefits from nature, such as renewable and non-renewable resources or environmental products and services, it is imperative to know how social-ecological systems shape local conditions. The ambition to act ethically and the reasoned understanding both are necessary for the sound governance of marine resources. In that context scientific knowledge, although not perfect, has an essential function because it organises our rational understanding in the form of testable explanations or predictions. It is recognised here that scientific knowledge at its current level, although indispensable, is insufficient for socially acceptable trade-offs in decision-making [9]. The experiences of practitioners and indigenous communities encode valuable insights into the local system behaviour that capture the emergent specificities of local interactions within larger social-ecological systems including the consequences of “wicked behaviour” of human agents.

Furthermore, although solid scientific and empirical knowledge are necessary for sound governance, even in combination, they are not sufficient. Ethical guidance at any scale of the operational conduct and the decision-making must direct their use. Ethically-based frameworks and enhanced civic participation (from various communities and governance structures) support differentiating between what we have the right to do and what is the right thing to do. They should guide agents and ensure legitimacy and enforceability [46,48]. Both knowledge and ethics are therefore constituents of good governance; or put in a simplified phrase “science brings society to the next level, while ethics keeps us there” [111] (p. 44). Given the heterogeneity and diversity that is inherent to marine SES, the upper post-conventional level in Kohlberg’s approach should guide ethical, operational practices. This quest can emerge from applying UNCLOS because it is enshrined in it and has the potential for further development [112].

4.2. The Role of Creativity and Future Research

Ethical frameworks and formalised knowledge are embedded in the broader set of cognitive means of people to make sense of their environments, which also relate to cultural context, perceptions and emotions [9]. To that end, creativity to enable civic participation is functional to further the use of ethical frameworks and formalised knowledge.
Civic participation is not an end, but rather an effective means by which to promote human agency, intercultural dialogue, abatement of power asymmetries and societal well-being. Research into how human imagination sets a generative basis on which individuals and societies successfully engage with complexity, envision alternative futures, transform systems and successfully adapt to change helps to shape this means [113]:

“Equitable development efforts [ . . . ] cannot work in reality unless they are grounded in a culture of shared values, attitudes, and practices. A combination of values, attitudes, skills, and knowledge are needed to empower a more inclusive set of citizens to participate effectively in a creative democracy. Values, including the primacy of human rights, equity, and cultural diversity, are of central importance. Attitudes, including openness, trust, mutuality, civic responsibility, and tolerance for change, are equally important. [ . . . ] In addition, we must design new organisational structures that enable cross-functional cooperation and creative practices that leverage a community’s most abundance source of ideas—its people. [ . . . ]. Structure enshrines value and shapes behavior. [ . . . ]. Public policy provides one important mechanism for institutionalising constructive creativity, while creative activities themselves may inform future policies. [ . . . ]. Where possible, new and more porous structures as well as cross-functional roles can be introduced. Formal roles should be established for practitioners working in the interstitial space across systems to build scaffolding into the future. Embedding artists and designers to lead such processes can be particularly powerful as a means to offer a new way of seeing and organising political processes. [ . . . ]. By actively generating a robust evidence base, creative practitioners can demonstrate the value of participatory development practices in ways that resonate with municipal agencies as well as other partners for whom data informs decision-making. A commitment to learning and evaluation can also help to ensure that processes are transparent, parties are held accountable, and assets are fully leveraged. [ . . . ]. As political forces reshape the role of localities, creative practitioners from diverse disciplines are uniquely positioned to directly affect the direction of development in new ways that build community power and position cultural considerations at the heart of governance. In doing so, we can foster creative democracy and embrace change as a natural and necessary resource that enables societal renewal and vibrancy” (Arroyo 2017 [113], p. 69–70, edited).

5. Conclusions

The case studies discussed in this paper focus on complex-adaptive SES (human niche) related to the marine environment. Two examples, small-scale fisheries and seabed mining, were analysed and contextualised using a selected set of analytical concepts. These examples offer a spread of configurations of economic agents, institutions, and guidance that permits some generalisations.

The analytical concept SES refers to the combination of natural process, technological artefacts and human practices. Together, these processes, artefacts and practices set the environments in which people live. People are an intrinsic part of SES, which can be described in a simple manner that situates the human agency in a distinct system component. This systemic approach includes the vital feedback loop between the agent’s sense-making and action to alter the SES, which is influenced by ethical frameworks, civic participation and formalised guidance.

The behaviour of a SES may be complex-adaptive, and the agents may perceive this challenging circumstance as “wicked”. Using actor-centric virtue-ethics as an analytical concept shows that governability of SES in such “wicked” circumstances depends on combining different means to make sense of it so that they support each other mutually, serving to ascent the Kohlberg scale of moral adequacy.

The insight into how actor-centric virtue-ethics can function may contribute to developing a concept of Blue Growth that is compatible with the SDGs. Furthermore, such insight may guide agents who are involved in operations and decision taking in other complex-adaptive SES. Such systems and the related perceptions of agents to be engaged in “wicked games” are a general feature of Earth system dynamics. Thus, meta-level insights that in the first instance apply in marine settings are likely to apply in other, terrestrial ones, too. We argue firmly that ethical frameworks, civic participation and formalised guidance, which frame actor-centric virtue-ethics, are elements of a meta-order that
mutually support governability and sustainability of human niche-building. We see as further research to study how creativity is enabling civic participation for more effective use of ethical frameworks and formalised knowledge to achieve improved governability of complex-adaptive SES.
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